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Cutting
loose the
evil oldies
Adele Horin

The Sydney Morning Herald

Grandparents are now taking to the courts to gain access to their
grandchildren, says Adele Horin. Divorce has created an ,.army of
broken-hearted" grans and gramps estranged from their grand'-
children. But it's worth looking deeper to see why parents might
act in "seemingly cruel ways" to set Mum and Dad adrift. Online
comments about grandparents' "sense of entitlement" can reveal
another side to the story: "manipulative, interfering, mentally
unbalanced" people from whom they seek to protect their chiid.
Some grandparents are so swayed by bitterness about their child,s
divorce that they are "intemperate" around their grandchildren
on the subject of the other parent. Others are blindly focused on
their adult son or daughter, and the children are ignored. Being
a grandparent does not secure "special legal rights for automaiic
contact". It might not always be fair, but the courts need to have
good grounds for ordering contact if the parents are "dead against
it". Just because unpleasant or arrgry personalities grow older, that
doesn't always mean they mellow to become a good influence.

Pork rage
brings out
the bigots
Joshua Grech

Tbe Daily Telegraph

'Why 
the explosion of hatred over a few strips of bacon? asks

Joshua Grech. The trouble began when a couple ordered a burger
from a KFC outlet in Punchbowl in Sydney's west and *..e toft
no bacon was provided. At tlis outlet "the Colonel is Islamic-
flavoured" and supplies only halal food, which means no pork
products. A shouting match ensued and (no surprise here)^a video
later surfaced showing the furious response of the young man
behind the counter to the customer's Complaints. The video went
viral, generating ugly cornments about KFC's halal outlets - and
about Muslims in general. "Some, bizarrely, have deemed not
serving people bacon as racist." KFC points out that halal food is
supplied at only three outlets in Australia. So with 600 outlets,
there's only a 1..5"/' chance of walking into a halal establishment.
Is this a good enough reason to film this worker's outburst and
share it with the world? "Sure, make an official complaint. Get
the guy fired for his ridiculous behaviour, if you will.-" But posting
a video of only half the fracas will merely feed division.

A pilot who spilled his coffee
during turbulence has been
blamed for accidentally
activating a hijacking alert
and prompting a United
Airlines flight from Chicago
to Germany to make an
unscheduled stop in Canada.
A 7500 code, which indicates
hijacking or unlawful interfer-
ence, was erroneously issued
after coffee spilled onto the
aircraft's radio equipment.

Romaniah witches, angry at
having to pay tax for the first
time, have hurled a poisonous
mandrake into the Danube
River to cast spells on the
government. Previously,
people in unconventional
professions, such as valets
and embalmers, were not
listed in the Romanian labour
code. But under a new law,
effective from 1 January,
witches will pay 160/o income
tax and contribute to health
and pension programs.
Fortune-tellers will also be
obliged to pay tax - but must
have seen it coming.

See, the big
rivers aren't

The_science underpinning the Murray-Darling Basin draft plan
has been swamped, along with most of Queensland, said 

-

Nationals leader'Warren Truss. Nature "delivered in a few days"
what a thousand years of talkfests and action plans will never'
achieve - a stark reminder that the basin is "not going to become
an ecological disaster arca any time soon". The draft plan
resembled the Greens' "doomsday" view that the basin would
never again experience flooding on the scale we are currently
seeing. But it's now obvious that with imaginative managemenr
and wise use of the available water, the Murray-Darlingian
indefinitely maintain its rich biodiversity while supporting
agriculture and communities. There's no need to shut do*n the
food processing industry and depopulate basin towns - there will
be more droughts, and they will be followed by more floods. The
past few weeks "prove there is enough water". Faster action on
the Coalition's original "re-plumbing" plan would be a good start,
producing efficient water management and reducing seepage and 

-

evaporation. These rains must give everyone confidence that a
permanent solution to water-sharing is within grasp.

doome d at all
Warren lluss

The Australian

Stuff your face
and starve a
child
Jane Gdarella

Tbe Age

\X4rile half the world is cooking or watching cooking shows, or
reading cookbooks, a significant other part is starving, says Jane
Cafarella. And here's something else to spoil your dinner:'an
Australia Institute report in 2009 found that Australians were
throwing away $5bn worth of food each year. This is "especially
sobering" when you consider that poor nutrition contributes to-
half of the eleven million child deaths in the world each year. But
it's not just these stark contrasts that bother me, it's the fact that
our national focus is "so firmly fixed on our stomachs". It seems
every second show on TV revolves around food. Instead of having
Nana and Mum showing us how to cook, we have "Nigella,
Jamie, Poh, flewle, Paul, I.uke, Maggie and Simon, Guy, Anthony,
Maeve and friends". Food competition shows are especially
tempting - "it's sustenance, it's entertainment, and it's drama',.
But it's also a symptom of how self-absorbed and overindulged we
are. Like most people not living in poverry my resolution for this
year is to "buy less, eat less and give more. Again."

Flooding in Roc khampton
has unleashed a plape of
snakes and oocodiles. The
snakes - including highly
uenomous taipans, brown
snakes and red-bellied blacks
- are climbing trea and
hiding in people\ houses as
they search for dry refuge.
Officials haue warned the
snakes are aggressiue, ani
that crocodiles flushed from
riuers by the rising flood
waters could easily be
mistaken for debris.

Two sisters, imprisoned in
Mississippi, had their
sefiences commuted on the
condition that one donate a
kidney to the other. Gladys
and Jamie Scott had been in
jail for 16 years for an armed
robbery that netted just $1 1.
The deal will save the state
$200,000 in dialysis costs.
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